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FESTIVE GREETINGS!
In the run up to Christmas may I
take this opportunity to wish all
parents, friends, students and colleagues a very Happy Festive Season. Some of you will have noticed that many of the male members of staff are sporting more facial hair than usual. This is not an
attempt to impersonate Father
Christmas but because they are
taking part in our Movember fundraising. We had a non-uniform
day on 27th November and have
been running other smaller events
within school. A magnificent sum
of £1,100 was raised. Although
this charity began in the southern
hemisphere, as you might have
noticed if you have been watching
either the All Blacks or the Wallabies this Autumn, the focus on issues around the health of men
makes it something that we are
anxious, as a largely male school,
to promote. It is particularly
poignant for many colleagues and
former students for whom former
Assistant Head, Mr Chris Morgan
was such a valued friend, and who
fell victim to prostate cancer in
2010.
It is, of course, a hectic time of the
year. Year 7 have just presented
their Ancient Mariner shows to
parents; rehearsals for our musical
next Summer have begun; students
and staff are honing their carol
singing before our Carol Service
at St George’s on 16th December;
the PTA are distributing raffle

accessing on the net. The following websites offer advice:
www.ceop.police.uk—this website
gives advice and allows reporting
of inappropriate activity on social
media.

Some our Movember finalists, with the trophy going to Mr Browne (who had unfortunately shaved off his splendid moustache
before we had the chance to take his photograph!). Donations can still be made via
movember.com/uk Team GGS

tickets for their Christmas Draw;
there is still a full programme of
competitive rugby and other
sports; a Colours Awards Ceremony; grade cards are going out and
boys and girls are still working
hard!

www.childnet.com—offers advice
to young people about staying safe
on the internet.
Some parents will have seen The
Sunday Times “Parent Power” tables published at the end of November. These table put together
GCSE and A level results and give
school a “rating”. Whilst these
ratings are not entirely transparent
since they include International
Baccalaureate scores that are not
directly comparable to A levels,
they do show that Gravesend
Grammar School performed exceptionally well in 2014, particularly at A level, where our proportions of top grades exceeded all
but the most highly selective
schools in the region. Only four
schools in Kent, all of them superselective or IB, got more A* than
our students. League Tables never
tell the whole story of a school but
it is, nevertheless, very pleasing to
know how well our students are
performing against their peers.

As thoughts turn to Christmas and
the giving of presents, especially
those that may give access to the
internet, may I remind everybody
of the potential dangers that lurk
in cyber space – I guess I don’t
have to emphasise the good
things! All young people need to
be very careful about revealing
any personal details on the internet
and remember that people with
whom they are in contact may not
be what, or who, they say they are.
The Christmas holidays may provide a good opportunity to talk GSW
with your sons and daughters
about what sort of things they are
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STAFF NEWS
CONGRATULATIONS to
Mrs Rhys and
her husband
on the birth

The event was, on the whole, very
powerful and ran smoothly – it was no
surprise that several hundred people
turned up to watch – so I was honoured to be a part of it.

of their son in October.

Back in school, the team and I have
been looking to create a list of ‘job
We say goodbye and good luck to
descriptions’, which should allow stuMiss Hunt, who is returning to Ausdents to see what kind of roles of retralia at the end January. Mrs Blacksponsibility they can take on once they
man has left our Catering team.
reach Sixth Form, as well as continuing
the work of last year’s team by organisWe say goodbye, temporarily, to Mrs
ing a collection of items from students
Warner who starts her maternity
for the Gravesend Food Bank. In addileave at the end of this term.
tion, we’re now planning for the Carol
We welcome Mrs Blazeby and Mrs
Service: a big tradition for the school
Day to our Catering and Cleaning
which should hopefully be as much of a
teams, respectively.
success as in previous years. I’m happy
with our progress on these so far and
now that we’re over halfway through
our ‘term’ as the Head Student Team –
time is really flying by! – I hope that we
Despite the cold days setting in and can continue to run just as smoothly
Christmas rapidly approaching, students until Easter. Oh, and I wish everyone a
are unfortunately not allowed to hiber- very Happy Christmas!
nate for the winter, meaning it’s business
as usual for the Head Student Team! This Robert Tucker
term, the focus for myself and the team Head Student
has been on appointing a new set of Year
12 form prefects, who will each get assigned to a lower school form group from
January. Those who applied have had to Since my last report in July, the followsubmit statements about themselves and ing meetings of the GGSAT Trust and
have an interview with members of the GGS LGB and their relevant committees
team, to ensure we choose the best pos- have taken place:
sible students for the role – we received
over 30 applications and there are a lot GGSAT Board of Directors
of strong candidates, so cutting it down The Trust Board met on 17th July 2014.
to just twelve has been very difficult! Directors welcomed Ms Jan Murray and
However, I’m very pleased with the stu- Mr Andrew Bolland to their first
dents we have chosen – Year 7’s and 8’s meeting following their election as
can expect to meet their new prefect Chairs of the Gravesend Grammar
next term – and I’m sure they will do a School and Whitehill Primary School
good job throughout the year.
Local Governing Bodies respectively.
Mr Brian Simpson was appointed as a
Earlier in the term I was also invited to Director-appointed Member of the
do a reading at the annual WW1 Civic Gravesend Grammar School Academies
Remembrance Service, as is becoming Trust following the resignation of Mrs
traditional for the Head Student of the Moorey.
school. I travelled to the Civic Centre in Mr Andrew Bolland was appointed as
Gravesend on the 11th November and got the Trust’s Responsible Officer. The
the opportunity to meet the Mayor of purpose of this role is to monitor and
Gravesham (and have a look around his check the operation of the financial
office!), before reading a very moving management arrangements that have
poem (written by a student from St. been established and are operated by
Johns) to the public as part of the service. officers of the academy.

HEAD STUDENT REPORT

TRUST & GOVERNANCE

GGS Newsletter

The main items of discussion at the
meeting were a vision statement for
the GGSAT and a policy framework
following the expansion of the Trust.
A report of the next Board meeting,
due to be held on 11th December
2014, will be published in the next
newsletter.
Gravesend Grammar School Local
Governing Body
The GGS Local Governing Body has
met twice since the beginning of this
academic year on 18th September and
25th November.
At the meeting in September, Governors recorded their thanks to Mrs
Elaine Cork whose term of office as a
Staff Governor ended in the Summer
after over ten years of service. Mr
James Deamer was elected as a new
Staff Governor in October.
The main focus of the meeting was a
discussion about the School’s Summer 2014 exam results,
Governors also adopted a revised
Safeguarding Policy and Procedures
document which is based on new
statutory guidance for schools issued
in April 2014.
In November, Governors welcomed
three newly elected Parent Governors, namely Mrs Kay Candler,
Mrs Anne McLean and Mr Dave
Mitchell, to their first meeting.
Governors recorded their thanks to
Mrs Jean Leggatt, whose term of
office as a Parent Governor ended in
October 2014, and Mr John Thompson, who had resigned as a Directorappointed member of the LGB.
Governors considered a report prepared by the Associate Head, Mr Moaby, which included information
about admissions; staffing; curriculum; standards; and premises.
Governors noted the School’s outturn
report for the financial year 2013-14.
Following a decision at the meeting in
July that Governor visits to school
would be much more closely linked to
strategic areas within the School Development Plan, rather than focussing
on individual departments, Monitoring Link Governors were appointed
for Assessment without levels; Communication for Meaning; and Student
Outcomes.
continued …...
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TRUST & GOVERNANCE

continued

Governors reviewed and adopted the Governors also considered further analyfollowing policies:
sis of the Summer 2014 examination
results and an analysis of student reten Health and Safety Policy
tion.
 PSHE and Citizenship Policy.
The Link Governor for Child Protection
and Safeguarding reported on a recent
The next meeting of the Local Governing visit to look at the School’s Single Central
Body is due to be held on 3rd March Register.
2015.
The next meeting of the Standards Committee is due to be held on 3rd February
Gravesend Grammar School Standards 2015.
Committee
The GGS Standards Committee met on GGSAT Finance Committee
9th October 2014 when Governors re- The GGSAT Finance Committee met on
ceived a presentation on the Key Stage 3 28th November.
Assessment for Learning Project from Mr As the Committee Chair, Mr John
Deamer who had been responsible for Thompson, had resigned, a new Chair,
leading the project in conjunction with Mrs Eileen Davis, was elected.
the Senior Leadership Group and Subject The Committee considered in detail the
Leaders. They then discussed various content of the Trust’s Annual Report and
elements of the project with Mr Deamer. Accounts and recommended it for ap-

proval by the Board of Directors at its
meeting in December.
Directors also considered, and recommended for adoption by the Board of
Directors, a revised version of the Manual of Financial Procedures and Regulations which now incorporates Trust-wide
procedures. This document includes
policies on Reserves and Investment;
Gifts and Hospitality; and Accounting as
appendices.
The next meeting of the Committee is
due to be held on 10th March 2015.

Wishing you all a Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year.
Janet Carmody
Clerk & Company Secretary

eLearning and Innovation - Updates
Communication
We will be continuing to utilise InTouch
as our main method of communication
with parents. To this end it is really important that you keep the school updated with changes to either your
email address or your mobile.
If an email is not delivered we will endeavour to contact you to check that
the details we hold are correct. It is
particularly important that we have the
correct details because you will receive
grade cards electronically, to the email
account we hold on file.
Real time assessment data and attendance information is available via MCAS.
If you have more than one child at the
school, you should only have one MCAS
account to access their assessments. If
you have two, can you please contact
vleteam@gravesendgrammar.eu so that
we can update our database and merge
your accounts?
If you would like an overview of how
the systems we use link together, feel
free to contact Mrs Goldsmith who
would be more than happy to help. You
can contact her by email on
vleteam@gravesendgrammar.eu OR via
telephone on 01474 331893 ext 1269.
Supporting our Students’ Learning –
GGS Newsletter

does your child know their login details their
vocabulary,
to these systems?
which is key to accessing the higher
As a School we use a variety of electron- grades at GCSE and
ic means to support the learning of our beyond.
students. Year 7 and 8 students all have Access to email
access to a range of services through a from home is via a
Google based environment. This cur- web-based portal.
rently provides them with significant The login that students should use
storage space (30Gb) for the documents should be the username followed by
and files, through Google Drive. This “@gravesend.local” and the password
means that they can upload their files to should be the one they use to login to a
this area and then access them from computer at school. Staff use email as
school.
It removes the need for an important communication method
memory sticks which can get lost. Ulti- with students, especially in the sixth
mately Google Drive will allow electron- form, so it is important that students
ic submission of work to staff and staff can and do access their email from
will be able to share resources with home.
their students so that they do not have If your child is struggling with any of the
to search for resources of the correct above, or does not know their
level to best support their learning.
username or password, then please
Students from year 9 to 13 will have encourage them to come to room 341
access to Fronter to support their learn- so that their issue can be resolved. We
ing. This online environment has a are available at break, lunch and after
range of subject libraries that contain school until at least 3:45pm.
resources produced by our staff to support the learning of the students. Some EMC
staff ask students to submit work electronically via Fronter too.
Language learning is supported using
Vocab Express. Each student has their
own unique account login and the students can use this system to develop
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Careers News
This term has been a busy one in the
careers department. The main focus has
been UCAS. Supporting year 13 to prepare their university application, making
final checks and sending them off. This
process takes months to ensure that
each student is equipped to make good
choices and to write a personal statement to show off their many talents! We
have already sent many applications and
students have received offers from a
range of universities including several in
the Russell Group. We look forward to
hearing more news in the New Year once
the final deadline has passed and all Universities make their decisions.

the end of their time with us, some of
our former pupils have gone on directly
to the work place. Earlier this term we
were visited by one of our former pupils
who now serves in the RAF. He spoke to
a group of students about his experiences in recruitment, training and active
service.
Josh Cuffe in Year 12 wrote:

forces.”
Another key event this term has been
the Year11 Chances & Choices Evening. It
is always good to have the opportunity
to meet with parents and share some of
the Careers resources we have available
in school through the Fronter Careers
room and the Careers Library. There will
be further opportunities for year 11 and
their parents to view resources and
speak to the Careers team at the 6th form
Open Evening on Thursday 22nd January.
Do come and ask us any questions you
have regarding A-level choices and related career options.

“The visitor from the RAF gave me the
information I needed to finalise my career, I found everything he said informative and interesting. He portrayed the
Royal Air Force well and showed the opportunities
possible
for
people
throughout
our
school.
I
hope
visits
Jenny Douse
Of course whilst the majority of our 6th
like this happen more often as it gives us
Careers
form students move on to University at
an understanding of life in the armed

CAROL SERVICE
The annual Carol Service has come and gone again for another
year. Held at the St. George’s church, in Gravesend town centre, the Year 7s treat parents, family and friends to an evening
of traditional Christmas Carols, hymns and some modern
songs as well. On top of that the students are challenged with
performing a song in a foreign language, helped by the Languages Department. But it’s not just the Year 7s that get in on
this, with the school bands playing and with help from some
prefects and students singing from other years, the service is
always a great night’s entertainment. As usual, the raffle is
also done on the night which gives people the chance to win

NOTICE

Dan Fullager

DON’T MISS OUT ON THE BEST YET GGS3 CD!
Men C and DipTetPolio vaccinations for Year 10 students will take place on
Monday 2nd February
2015. If you wish to know
more, please contact Mrs
Carmody at the School.

GGS Newsletter

some fabulous prizes including a cash prize of £150. With a lot
of practising and morning rehearsals, the staff and students
really do strive to make it a special evening befitting both
Gravesend Grammar School and Christmas. A special thank
you to Mr Dunne and Mr Mitchell who organise the event,
choreograph, regularly practise and make sure that the service
runs smoothly. Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year!

Only £5—available for Mr Miranda or Mr Mitchell—
an ideal Christmas present! All original music and
songs written and recorded by GGS students.
Back copies of GGS1 and GGS2 are also still available.
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COLOURS AWARDS

Congratulations to all our Colours Awards winners, some of whom are shown here

ART
Middle School
Joe Paternoster
Alexander Parkes

10T
11T

Senior School – Full Colours
Thomas Laughton
UH2

DRAMA
Lower School
Thomas Menasse
Mason Rickard

8F
8S

Middle School
Matthew McDermott

10C

Senior School – Full Colours
George Brooker
UC1
MUSIC
Lower School
Owen Excell
Liam Firth
Middle School
Robert Noakes

8F
9S

SPORT
Lower School
Lukas Hunt
Mark McLean
Mark McLean
Oliver Webb
Rhys Bonnell

8H
8S
8S
8T
8F

Harvey Emery

8F

Denis Piralic

7F

Senior School – Half Colours
Robert Daniels
UD1 Rugby
Harun Dookhit
UC1 Rugby
Alexandre Fialho UD2 Football
Nirees KanaharajahUF1 Rugby
Alexander Leggatt UC2 Badminton
George Relf
UH3 Football
Ricoveer Shergill UH3 Badminton
Thomas Wade
UH3 Badminton

Rugby
Cricket
Badminton
Badminton Senior School – Full Colours
Swimming
Nicholas Banfield US1 Rugby
- International
Jordan Campbell UD1 Football
Judo Michael Hagan
UC2 Football
International
Govindrai Cheema UH1 Karate
Taekwondo

Team GB,

World
Championships

Middle School
Jake Eggleton
Husnan Ghous
Alexander
Murray

11C
11S

Football
Cricket

9F

Ju Jitsu National
Mountain
Biking South East
Powerlift
ing - World

European
Championships

Alexander Chitty UH1 Horse
Riding International

Jessica Murray

UD2 Golf -

Cameron Prior

UC3 Fencing -

International

Luke Mitchie

10C

Ashraf Ali

11S

11H

Senior School – Half Colours
Joseph Friend
UD2
Alexander Lowe
UT2
Harry O’Neill
UD3
GGS Newsletter

Senior School – Full Colours
Thomas Laughton
UH2
Daniel Simpson
UH3

International

Champion
ships and
World Rec
ord Holder
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ECONOMICS IN ACTION
On 10th December a group of A-Level Economics students spent the day at the University of London along with 800 other students
at the Economics in Action conference.
Speakers such as Tim Harford, well-known
author of "The Undercover Economist", inspired future economists by recounting the
life of Bill Phillips and his route to discovering
the Phillips Curve. After spending several
years as a PoW in Japan during the second
world war, Phillips was brave enough to chal-

lenge the beliefs of traditional economists
when it came to relating unemployment to
inflation within an economy. The purpose of
the story was to encourage the UK's future
economists to solve economic problems
through original thought, rather than just
follow the accepted methodologies, and the
students came away full of enthusiasm for
their future university study.
DW

MOVEMBER
issues.

Movember 2014 has come to a cleanshaven conclusion. This year staff and
students raised a whopping £1236.86 for
the Movember charity, through a nonuniform day and staff-fundraising. This
money will be used by the Movember
charity to fund projects and research
around men's health issues, including
research and awareness programmes
focusing on issues such as testicular cancer, prostate cancer and mental health

with the Movember charity in 2009.
Since then we have organised staff
moustache competitions each year, held
assemblies during Movember that discuss the charity and men's health issues,
taught Movember themed lessons in
PSHE and held non-uniform days to raise
money for the charity. Since that first
Movember at Gravesend Grammar
School in 2009, staff and students have
raised nearly £9000 for Movember. While there was a slightly lower
turnout of Mo-Bros among the staff
there were still some spectacular moustaches on display throughout the month.
The 2014 Moustache of the year winner
was the hirsute Mr Neil Browne.

The Movember charity was born in Melbourne, Australia in 2003. A group of
friends asked two vital questions: Where
had all the moustaches gone and how
could they use the ‘mo’ to raise money
for charity. That first year involved thirty
'mo-bros' and was so popular that in
2004 the friends formed a registered
company, began linking themselves to
men's health charity and began spreading the word of the mo! 2006 saw the
charity spread to New Zealand and by
2007 there were moustaches sprouting
all over the world. Since those early days
over four million mo-bros and mo-sistas
have raised more than £346,000,000 for
men's health research and associated Thank-you for you generosity!
charities.
JCM
Gravesend Grammar School signed up

PUNCHDRUNK WORKSHOP
A few months a go I was able to experience a piece of immersive theatre called
“The Drowned Man: A Hollywood Fable”,
a production by the prestigious theatre
company Punchdrunk. It involved donning a mask and entering a three storey
industrial warehouse completely transformed into many different environments. For three hours I roamed this
building, finding different locations and
following the characters found in it and
discovering their stories in this extraordinary world. Our Theatre Studies class
were lucky enough to participate in a
workshop with a director from Punchdrunk, learning more about their style of
GGS Newsletter

theatre and practically exploring their impossible to describe them all in detail
techniques.
but one of them involved manipulating a
partner’s body exploring how to take
We started by taking the space we were
these pedestrian actions and turn them
working in and created an invented
into a story based in our world, experiworld where a story could take place. To
menting with space, speed and sound.
immerse ourselves fully we questioned
ourselves about details of the space such The many exercises we took part in alas a “What are the sights, sounds and lowed us to build a wealth of knowledge
smells that make this world unique?”. of this unique style of theatre and the
Our aim was to create a place for multi- skills we learnt in this workshop will be
sensory storytelling, a place to get lost in invaluable to us when devising our own
and consumed by. Creating memorable piece of original theatre for our A level
experiences for the audience that live on performance.
after they leave. After this we moved on
George Brooker UC1
to more physical exercises. It would be
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WELCOME TO NEW YORK—IT’S BEEN WAITING FOR YOU!
Ever since I can remember I have wanted
to go to New York. In all the movies I
have seen and all the songs I have listened to it seemed like a city where anything was possible, where you could be
anything. So when there was a possibility
there was to be a New York trip in 2014
there was no way I could say no. There
were initially three itineraries but then
they were narrowed down to ‘Business
and Economics’ and ‘Art and Design’. I
was not doing any of the relating subjects but picked the business side as I
wanted to see Wall Street, one of the
most iconic areas of the city – this is
where New York roared and became the
place that thousands flock to each
month.
Almost a year later, we were on the
coach at 5:30 am travelling to Heathrow
on 24th October. The plane journey was
safe with no disturbances and we
reached there eagerly wanting to witness our first yellow cabs. The journey to
our hotel was full of anticipation but it
seemed we still hadn’t seen the ‘New
York’ we were expecting. I have to be
honest; the place we stayed at was not
the most luxurious but we managed to
take advantage of Central Park which
was literally a minute to walk to. Each
day we had to be ready and down for
breakfast by 8:15am to make a start to
the day. One of my best memories has to
be on the first morning when my friend,
Elise and I found a tiny window in the
corridor which had the most spectacular
view of the sun coming up between the
skyscrapers. It looked quite like a scene
from a movie. The night before we had
dinner at Bubba Gump’s, which is a restaurant based on the film, Forest Gump
and then made our way to the Rockefeller Centre, located in midtown Manhattan. Once at the top, after another
series of security checks, we took in the

view. And everyone just went silent. I
think this is where we all realised that we
were in New York – the city that never
sleeps, standing looking at some of the

most iconic locations known in the Met Museum, many commented it was
world. Everyone took pictures and en- nice to see that there was a lot of emjoyed the sights.
phasis placed on the work of others
whether they be contemporary or classiBeing part of the business group being
cal. George Brooker of UC1 said he really
led by Mrs Winnett, Mr Jesson and Mr
liked how abstract Vincent Van Gogh’s
Townsend, I was able to see the financial
Starry Night was, yet it still allowed him
district and how it operates. It was good
to be able to connect with the painting.
to see that despite all the glamour of
He also commented that despite having
New York there is a hard working group
well renowned galleries in London it
of individuals making sure it stays that
seemed that the public in New York were
way. Also the presentation at Ea lot more open and welcoming of new
Commerce gave some pupils ideas of
ideas and ways of expressing emotion. A
what they would need to do to go into
key example would be Andy Warhol’s
careers similar to those shown to them. I
pieces on display at the MoMa where
thought this was very helpful as the
one depicted a women’s entire face bespeakers were not just telling us what is
ing covered with animal hair. Make of
expected of them but the truth about
that what you will.
business in New York and what you have
to achieve to get to the top. Personally I thoroughly enjoyed the entire trip and
my favourite was the tour of the United there were a lot more activities that we
took part in. I would highly recommend
going on this trip. I was a bit undecided
at first but I am so glad I made the decision to go to New York. The five days
were jam packed with activities such as
ice- skating, Broadway, foodie walking
tour and much more. If anyone would
like to have a look at the whole itinerary
I have a copy so feel free to contact me.
Though we were tired at times and our
feet hurt, not one of us would disagree
Nations, as again is another iconic build- with the fact that it was a great experiing where key decisions regarding world ence and we all have our unique memopeace and poverty are made. We got to ries of each day. If New York will have
go inside some of the large conference me, I cannot wait to go back.
rooms where the likes of David Cameron
and Barack Obama have sat and our tour
guide was very helpful giving us all the
information and answering all questions.
Another highlight that I think will stay
with everyone is the hockey game we
attended at Madison Square Garden host
to New York Rangers VS Minnesota Wild
on 27th October. Minnesota Wild began
and were in the lead until the third period when Rangers scored five goals and
Ground Zero Memorial
ended up winning the game 5-1. For us
all it was an experience and the whole
group really got into the team spirit. I Sharan Virk UD3
cannot wait to witness another hockey
game in the style of the Americans, after
all, I have to put my foam finger to good
use.
The students in the Art and Design group
led by Mr Bleakley and Mrs Sutton, got
to see the artistic side of New York. With
visits to galleries such as MoMa and the
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The UK National Committee for the Prevention of Alcohol and Drug Dependency (UK NCPA) invited students from a variety of
schools, to attend a Lifestyle Choices Seminar in Committee Room 6 at the House of Commons on 24 November 2014.
The seminar began with presentations from two expert speakers focusing on issues of current concern among young people
relating to habituation and addiction. Participation from the audience was encouraged, with adequate time included in the
programme for questions and general discussion. The seminar was sponsored by David Rutley MP.
The UK NCPA is a registered charity whose aims and objectives are to advance the education of the public in the causes and
effects of alcohol and drug abuse and thereby promote the preservation and protection of the health of the public by informing them of the dangers of such abuse. Previously organised by the UK Alliance, the series of Lifestyles Choices Seminars have
been held annually at the House of Commons since 1997.
We sent Ben Slade and Jacob Hatch, accompanied by Mrs MacMahon, to represent GGS—here’s what they said afterwards.

landmarks such as the Cenotaph, Downing Street and Trafalgar Square. At 13:00
on a Monday afternoon, central London
is a perplexing fusion of hasty commuters and awed tourists, and as we made
our way through the crowds, you begin
to recognise the significance of London
on a global scale.

Upon arrival at Charing Cross station on
a stereotypically foggy London day, we
made our way to the Houses of Parliament (formally known as the Palace of
Westminster) to attend the seminar. It is
only when you take a moment to stop
and reflect that you fully appreciate the
historical and cultural significance of this
particular part of London, reflected in

The seminar that we attended was entitled: ‘The Drug Illusion: Understanding
Alcohol and Other Drugs.” It was presented by two leading doctors in their
field, and briefly by the Conservative MP
for Macclesfield; David Rutley, who hastily returned from sitting in the House of
Commons. The seminar was focused
around the dangers that young people
face as a direct result of excessive drug
and alcohol abuse. It was an extremely
informative event, and it was particularly
interesting to hear the opinions of leading medical officials, both of whom had
over 40 years of experience of dealing
with substance abuse. Hearing their harrowing stories of young people they had
seen suffer from abuse and addiction
was particularly humbling. The presentation helped to alter my perspective on
the seriousness of substance abuse, a
perspective I believe I will hold for a very
long time.

Upon arrival at Parliament, we were
shown to the Committee Rooms (used by
the Select Committees to scrutinise government areas such as education and
health), and told to wait to be called.
Sitting in the Houses of Parliament
watching the political world go by is a
bizarre experience, especially when you
spot such figures as the Speaker of the
Commons, John Bercow and Secretary of
State for Wales, Stephen Crabb, rushing
past on their way to whichever engagement or duty they are expected to
attend next. Even within Parliament, you
still have the bustling and busy atmosphere and aurora of the streets outside. Ben Slade UC3

The House of Commons, home of the Government, is
where I went on Monday 24th November. David Rutley MP organised an informal talk about alcohol and
drugs. Walking through the Palace we saw the speaker, John Bercow. The organisers were very against the
use of drugs and alcohol and disagreed with the decriminalisation of marijuana. They changed my views
on marijuana. It is more harmful than tobacco and can

cause users to hallucinate. However, the most harmful
drug of all is alcohol due to the amount that is consumed and many people do not know the effects of it.
Jacob Hatch 10D

DIOPHANTUS THE GREEK
Diophantus was a Greek mathematician who lived in the third century. He was one of the first mathematicians to use algebraic symbols. Most of what is known about Diophantus’s like comes from an algebraic
riddle from around the early sixth century. The riddle states:
Diophantus’s youth lasted one sixth of his life. He grew a beard after one twelfth more. After one seventh
more of his life, he married. Five years later, he and his wife had a son. The son lived exactly one half as
long as his father, and Diophantus died four years after his son.
How many years did Diophantus live? (Answer on back page.)
GGS Newsletter
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GRAVESHAM YOUTH ART COMPETITION
At the end of November the presentation ceremony for the Gravesham Youth
Art Competition organised by the
Gravesham Youth Council took place.
Anyone aged 11-19 who either lived or
worked in Gravesham could enter and
GGS submitted 15 entries, all of which
were displayed in the Blake Gallery in
Woodville Halls between 17th – 23rd
November 2014. Winners and runners
up were invited to the ceremony to receive their cash prize and certificate from
the Mayor of Gravesham. Tom Fullager
9D who submitted a nature inspired
piece with a commercial twist and
Hicham Yala Callum 12S who submitted
an inspiring piece on heroism, were runners up in their respective age categories

and both won a prize of £50. The winner
of the overall competition, Fiona Brett,
also represented GGS at the competition
and not only won £100 for winning her
age category but also, her WW1 inspired
piece will be permanently displayed at
the Grand Youth Centre in Gravesend,
for all to view. We thank Mrs Sutton and
Mr Bleakley in the Art Department for
encouraging the School’s budding artists
to take part in the competition as well as
all the students who took part.
Jeevan Sidhu 11T

GERMAN CLUB
Recently, I submitted a successful application to the UK-German Connection, in
order to become a Youth Ambassador,
which involves carrying out projects in
the community that encourage people to
get involved with the German language
and culture. A total of fifty students, for
both the UK and Germany, have been
selected to represent their respective
area.
UK-German Connection is a bi-lateral
government initiative for school and
youth links. It offers funding for schools
and youth groups to carry out joint UKGerman projects, as well as a range of bilateral programmes, trips, seminars and
ambassador networks. It also provides a
dedicated school linking service and
offers information and advice on UKGerman activities.

Ben Robins, also in Year 13, (my ‘Buddy’
Ambassador) and I go to St Botolph’s
Primary School every Wednesday afternoon during Enrichment and teach the
Year 5 students about various topics.
My project aims to create videos of cultural events and also day-to-day events,
such as the school day which differs between the two cultures. Then, once a
video has been created, it will be sent to
some of the Youth Ambassadors in Germany to show their classes and they will
return a video to the UK-based Youth
Ambassadors, so the two can be compared. This project will also allow the
children we teach to hear German spoken authentically, which will hopefully
get them excited about learning a language.
Alex Chitty UH1 (Year 13)

Thank you to Clemens Ziesik, who
has made a valuable contribution to
the language and cultural activities at
German Club. Clemens has attended
GGS since September, for intercultural educational purposes, and he is
returning to Germany at the end of
this term.

Every week for Enrichment, Alex Chitty
and I go to St.
Boltolph’s
Primary
School to teach Year
5 German. This also comes under part of
Alex’s UK-German Connection Youth
Ambassador role. Each week, we cover a
different topic, teaching them about the
German culture and language. We teach
the pupils a variety of vocabulary to do
with various topics, such as what animals

are called in German; how to introduce
yourself to other people and say your
name, learning the numbers up to 20
and learning words, which they want to
know. We have also covered the German
culture and some of the traditions, including traditional wear at festivals, such
as Oktoberfest, where they drew pictures of the stereotypical German person in their traditional wear. We also
taught them about celebrated days, such
as St. Martin’s day, where we created a

role play re-enactment of the story.

GGS Newsletter

German Club takes place in Room
320, Friday break.
All are welcome to attend.

We hope to continue this project with
the local primary school, as it provides
us with an opportunity to share our
knowledge and enjoyment of the subject
and give the children a taster about
learning a language.
Ben Robins (UD3) (Year 13).
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LICENCE TO KILL 2014
“Anyone can pass a driving test – it's
your attitude that makes you a good
driver.”
–
L2K
Team
http://
www.licencetokill.org/
Last week, 17-18 year old students from
many different schools gathered at The
Woodville in Gravesend town to see the
much anticipated, Licence to Kill; a
chilling and unsettling production exposing sixth formers to terrible, worst case
but completely factual, scenarios regarding dangerous driving and primarily inexperienced teenagers on the roads. The
purpose is not to put you off the idea of
driving altogether (though it did have
that effect on some, including me) but to
simply make you aware of ways to avoid
these awful situations and remain safe
behind the wheel of the car.

girlfriend) - yet he survives and is
charged with causing death by dangerous driving. This is obviously based on a
true story and throughout the film, genuine police officers, fire officers, victims of
dangerous driving and individuals who
have lost loved ones in road collisions
would enter the stage to make a truly
emotional speech as the film was
paused. The stories they told were of
their personal experiences, some more
horrific than others, all heart-breaking. In
my personal experience, I have never
been in a room full of teenagers so silent
you could hear a pin drop - everyone was
moved by what we saw. The courage of
these people to stand on stage and explain in as much detail as they did, the
scenes that they have been faced with
was astounding. I was especially moved
by the mother who revealed how her 16
year old daughter had been killed in a
collision due to an 18 year old boy’s stupidity behind the wheel.

learners or neither. However, there were
a few sixth formers who didn’t attend
the production and these people, to me,
are those who it is truly aimed at. Those
who believe this information doesn’t
apply to them and that it may be unnecessary are, in my opinion, the few who
are more likely to disregard the importance of safety on the roads. I can’t
speak for anyone else, but personally,
since watching Licence to Kill, I have become so much more aware when in a car
and though I do not drive myself; as a
passenger, I have learned a great deal.

As a side note, to any Year 12’s reading
this; when you have the chance to go
and see the Licence to Kill production
next year with the school, please go. It is
filled with extremely important information, statistics and facts. It wasn’t
long, but it had an effect on every single
individual in that room.

The production included a film about
four youths on a road trip to the beach
together, the driver decides to overtake
on a tight country lane, loses control and
Laura Hobson US2
has a horrific crash resulting in the death The messages conveyed were for every
of his three closest friends (one being his single person in that room, drivers,

BARCELONA/PERPIGNAN TRIP 2014
The trip was amazing. There were so
many good sights to see and many
amazing things to do. The stunning
views meant that I was able to enjoy
the areas around me. It was very historical and it was interesting to see amazing artefacts and how the areas had
changed over many years.

was a great learning curve in both languages and I learnt new things about
France and Spain. It was easier to learn
the languages in the countries rather in
class.
I hope this trip continues to run in the
years to come. I also hope I can go on it
again but as a teacher.
Kieran Parrott 8H

I enjoyed speaking in the two languages
and being in a spectacular place to learn
more of them. It was amazing seeing
friends that I would not normally see in
school and be able to have a good time
with them. I really enjoyed the trip as it

GGS Newsletter

CYCLING
Having been
introduced to
cycling by a
family friend
five years ago,
Luke Mitchie
(10C) continues to do well
in cycling. He
has recently
completed in
road, mountain bike and cyclocross
races. He won the Beast Way Mountain
Bike Series (winning in every race) and
represents the South East in the Interregional Mountain Bike Championships
at Hadleigh Olympic Park. He is a member of the 4T+ Veloclub at the Cyclopark
and won their summer road series, with
seven wins out of ten races. Recently he
was chosen for the second time to represent the South East in the Interregional Cyclocross Championships at
Mansfield .
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MATHS INSPIRATION
On Tuesday 25th November the top
maths set in Year 11 took a trip to
the Palace Theatre in London to
watch the Maths Inspiration Lecture.
The host of the show was Matt Parker, a former maths teacher in Australia now a successful stand-up comedian and maths communicator,
who was talking before, after and in
between the speakers. The first
speaker was Hugh Hunt, a senior lecturer in engineering at Cambridge
University, who presented ‘Bouncing
Bombs and Boomerangs’ where he
talked about the maths behind the
bouncing bomb used in World War II,
how boomerangs work, and examined Frank Lampard’s famous disallowed goal at the 2010 World Cup.
His practical demonstration of the
conservation of angular momentum
gave us an understanding of how the
Rosetta spacecraft is able to make
turns in space where there is no friction to "grip against".

The next speaker was Hannah Fry, a matics Society, who gave the presentation of ‘Patterns, Predictions and
Juggling’ which consisted of lecturing
us in how to spot patterns and be
able to accurately predict the next
number. You’d think that the next
number in the sequence of 1, 2, 4, 8,
and 16 would be 32; however Colin
Wright showed us how this can be
proven not to be the case.
Overall, I believe that my experience
has been one of great satisfaction
lecturer at University College London, and has given me the inspiration to
who talked about ‘The Hidden Con- complete the two level 3 qualificanections’. This talk consisted of in- tion exams I am taking this year, deforming us as to how the patterns in spite the fact they are so difficult.
how we are connected make us sur- The trip has given me an insight to
prisingly predictable. A slightly un- the level of quality that university
nerving explanation of how maths maths requires, which may be useful
can be used to track and identify the when it comes to leaving school at
location of serial killers, with Harold 18.
Shipman being used as a prime example.
James Wendes 11S
The final speaker was Colin Wright, a
former President of Liverpool Mathe-

BANK OF ENGLAND

It was an early start for some students
last term as they embarked for one of
the greatest institutions in the UK, our
minds full of questions after our first
term of Economics. The Bank of England
was their destination for an informative
day regarding Economics. The journey on
the train seemed to last for years as it
slowly meandered its way into central
London. A super quick change of trains
and we were there at the home of British
Banking.
The students were given time to explore
the museum situated in the famous
Bank, looking at a variety of topics including inflation and the history of the
Bank. Using a variety of enjoyable and
GGS Newsletter

informative hands on tasks featured in
the museum, many students were able
to get to grips with what seemed like
distant topics we had studied in class.
From gold bars to the FPC and quantitative easing, all were explained within the
museum from metaphors such as the
Bank being a city river network and inflation being changed by gathering wind,
storms and calm waters with us as the
Captains of the yacht the economy.
Our time was short-lived for many as we
took our places for a lecture on the
Bank, its role in the economy and other
aspects of the study of Economics itself.
Sitting miles away from our classroom
and at the heart of the financial world,
the importance of the Bank and Economics hit home. Each of us learnt something
new such as the new financial reforms
brought in by the Government and the
mystery group we hear so much about
on the news all the time when they
natter on about inflation- the MPC.
The private lecture for our school allowed students to ask as many questions
as they liked with incredibly detailed
answers. From the answer that if every-

one tried to draw
money out at the
same time, it would
be impossible as
there simply isn’t
the money to do so
and the practical
solution to monetary notes being
falsified...
make
them harder to falsify! (Soon all notes
will be made of plastic!)
After another short lecture on the banking system and how the Bank of England
keeps it afloat, it was unfortunately time
for our school’s budding economists to
head home but with a head full of answers this time.
Andrew Warner 12US3
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OPERATION CHRISTMAS CHILD
As the run up to Christmas heightens
and anticipation rises, I am sure the students and parents alike are hoping for
that new outrageous Christmas jumper
or the illusive pair of ‘never to be worn
again’ socks. However, it is unfortunate
that in our world many children miss out
on the experience, excitement and ecstasy of Christmas, which is why this
year, as part of the newly reformed
‘Olympic Minds’, the School have been
involved in Operation Christmas Child.
Operation Christmas Child is the process
of collecting small gifts and sending
them off in shoe boxes all around the
world. This year, via Smile International
(www.smileinternational.org),
the
School are sending hundreds of shoe
boxes stuffed with promise and hope for
the suffering children in Kosovo who are
between the ages of 2 and 14. This non
—profit, Kent based charity, have a focus of enriching children’s lives through
the thoughtfulness and care of more
fortunate children of a similar age.
Olympic Minds has been focusing the
students on considering their stance as a
‘global citizen’ and they sought this op-

portunity as being vital in proving they
can contribute to a less fortunate community.
Each group was tasked with collecting
empty shoe boxes to pack with necessities such as flannels, soap, toothpaste
and toothbrushes to enjoyable toys such
as skipping ropes and toy cars. Over the
course of a two week period, each Olympic Minds group collated their gifts and
brought them to the Sanderson Sports
Centre. Here, myself and other sixth
form students arranged the toys into
relevant gender categories and stuffing
the shoe boxes with a simplistic gift that
means so much, to so many. Not surprisingly, the project was a resounding success, thousands of products came flooding in, and an extraordinary amount of
toiletries, health conscious and essential
clothing items were donated as well as
tiaras and dolls for the girls and footballs
and toy cars for the boys. Altogether,
there were nearly 100 boxes each containing a mix of gifts, equal amounts for
girls and boys, in order to make Christmas a happy one for everyone involved.

On behalf of the students, I would like to
thank Mr Walsh and Mr Turvey, Olympic
Minds co-ordinators, for ensuring not
only the boxes were successfully sent off
but also the message that was installed
as part of the process.
George Relf
Deputy Head Boy

LONDON GALLERIES 2014
inspiration and ideas for our own coursework projects. Students used this inspiration to investigate ideas that ranged
from portraiture to the space race!
I visited the Natural History museum and
the Science Museum which was incredibly useful to my coursework as I have
been looking at the theme of Nature and
Trees. I took this opportunity to photoY13 Artists with Mr Singh
graph some reference material and fortunately the Natural History museum
During the October Curriculum Develop- had a garden that was ideal as the trees
ment Week, the Year 13 art students were leafless and had a high contrast
took a trip to some London galleries for with the overcast sky. Since the trip I
have used these photos to carve printing
blocks from MDF. Other students visited
the VMA for inspiration regarding the
topic of fashion and design as well as
visiting the National Portrait Gallery for
specialism in portraits. Overall, it was a
very beneficial and valuable trip that has
helped the A-level artists to develop
their coursework and get the creative
juices flowing for their final piece ideas.
The Science Museum
GGS Newsletter

Oliver Fallace UC2

Victoria Embankment Gardens

Natural History Museum Gardens
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JUST DROPPING IN…….
We often get former students who come back to visit us. However, Arjunan Kugathasan took ‘dropping in’ to a new level when
he visited recently . Dan Fullager interviewed him.

When an ex-student visits they usually drive up to the front door but
not Arjunan (‘Arj’) Kugathasan, who
instead circled the school in a helicopter. But this is just a part of a normal day for an RAF Flight Operator.
Arj joined the RAF in April 2009. His
first position was in Lincolnshire
working with Harrier Jets and later
he graduated as a Flight Operator. As
a Flight Operator, Arj worked closely
with the aircrew, in the control tower, as part of a squadron and in the
Station’s Operations Headquarters.
In November 2010 Arj was assigned
to RAF Benson, Oxford, to work
alongside helicopters. Whilst at RAF
Benson, Arj spent three months in
Kenya on a casualty evacuation mission. Arj unfortunately missed out on
an opportunity to go to Iraq but in-

stead had a great experience when
he was at Camp Bastion, Afghanistan, over Christmas and New Year
where he delivered parcels and presents from families to the troops by
helicopter. In Afghanistan Arj worked
as a Strategic Operator, or Strops for
short, alongside the Navy and the
Army. After Afghanistan, Arj went
back to RAF Benson as part of the
33rd Squadron working with Puma
Helicopters. While working with the
Puma Helicopters, the RAF conduct
exercises where troops set up a base
from scratch in the middle of nowhere which Arj described as “a true
challenge, having to, basically, start a
small village from nothing in only a
few hours”.
Arj is currently a part of the 32nd
Royal Squadron as a Flight Operator

at RAF Northolt and is working towards becoming a Flight Operations
Officer. Before leaving for RAF
Northolt, Arj gave a talk to students
about a career in the RAF, giving
some great advice for anyone who is
interested in joining the RAF.
Dan Fullager UD1

KIMBERLEY CLARK MILL
It was impressive to see that many
machines were automated – all programmed to run 24 hours a day with
minimal downtime in order to maximise output. The employees’ main
responsibility is to ensure that the
machines are working as expected,
with a number of staff taking samples
of toilet tissues from the manufacturing line for quality control purposes.

Kimberly-Clark is the company behind brands such as Kleenex, Andrex
and Huggies. Ten Year 12 and Year 13
Business Studies students were given
an opportunity to visit the KimberlyClark Northfleet Paper Mill – The
Home of Andrex. It is remarkable
how something hugely important to
everyone’s lives is situated so close
to us, and it was a real privilege to be
able to see how a business works in
real life.
GGS Newsletter

After a professional and thorough
presentation of the history of the
paper mill in the conference room,
we were taken on a tour of the mill
to see how the Andrex toilet tissue is
mass-produced – from wood pulp, all
the way through to the packaged
product. We managed to find time to
ridicule each other before we left the
conference room – we had to put on
protective head gear, high-visibility
vests and goggles to keep us safe in
the work area.

Although we did not have time to see
the entire paper mill, by the end of
the tour we had a good idea of the
journey a roll of toilet tissue takes.
Although a roll of toilet tissue is not
something complex by today’s standards, the purpose it serves is much
more significant than its looks.
We are grateful to Mrs Winnett for
organising the trip, and to the staff at
Kimberly-Clark, Northfleet Paper Mill
for a most welcoming and insightful
visit.
KKP
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TWIN TROUBLE TRIUMPH

Photo reproduced by kind permission of Russel Spinks

A thousand schools have taken
part in the Shakespeare Schools’
Festival this year at various professional theatres around the country, including The Woodville Hall
in Gravesend, where Gravesend
Grammar School covered themselves in glory!

The mini version of a “Comedy of
Errors” had the Guy Fawkes Night
audience laughing long and loudly. Despite the intimidating atmosphere of a professional setting
the cast started strongly and continued to warm to their task even
though the timing slipped slightly
right at the end.
The ingenious use of a variety of
unusual musical instruments gave
the production a unique sound
which helped to fill the large
space. A real strength of the piece
was in the ensemble nature of the
production. All the actors delivered, without hesitation or the
need for prompts, with feeling and
in a way that showed an understanding of the writing. All the
cast used the large stage well and
avoided the temptation of huddling together for comfort! Their

interactions showed a good sense
of comic timing and were successful in drawing the audience into
the performance.
Whilst this was a real ensemble
effort there were, nevertheless,
some outstanding individual performances. Jeevan Sidhu and Jonathan Tikare wor ked r eally well
as Dromios; Matthew McDermott
and, representing the next generation of GGS actors, Oscar Blacker
complemented each other really
well as the different versions of
Antipholus; Morgan Lowe will
need to avoid type-casting after
his rendition of the Courtesan;
Harry Matthews deliver ed a
cameo as the Duke that bodes well
for the future.

Ldr Pujji lived in Gravesend, after coming
to the UK from India at a young age,
until he enlisted with the RAF, returning
to the town at the end of the war for the
rest of his days. After a long, eventful
and well-respected life, he passed away
in 2010, at 92 years of age.
Sqn Ldr Pujji was a well-respected citizen
for many reasons. He flew, very bravely
and courageously, famous fighter aircraft such as the Supermarine Spitfire,
Ford Mustang and Tomahawk, against
the Luftwaffe just after the Battle of Britain. Later, he moved on to fight in the
Middle East and Asia, specifically in Burma (Myanmar) as well as fighting over
Northern Africa. He is particularly special
to us in Gravesend as a whole, because
of the pride he gave our town and the
courage he showed in what he did.
This has been recognised by the erection
of a new monument devoted to Sqn Ldr
Pujji and other pilots who died in the
war, located in St. Andrew’s Gardens,
near the Clarendon Hotel, Gravesend.
This monument is a bronze figure of the
Squadron Leader on top of a marble
stand, costing £70,000, standing 8 feet

tall and all being funded by our community.
The reason I write this entry is to express my pride; in his achievements and
the Royal Air Force. I feel truly privileged
to have been invited to the unveiling of
the monument, as a member of the Royal Air Force Air Cadet Organisation (Air
Training Corps) to represent the RAF,
along with Air Vice Marshal Edward
Stringer, Cadet Hughes (402 Sqn ATC)
and Cadet Norman (402 Sqn ATC). May
the monument be an everlasting legacy
of Sqn Ldr Pujji and all those pilots who
served our country in the World Wars.

GSW

PRIDE IN THE COMMUNITY

Squadron Leader Mahinder Singh Pujji
DFC was a Sikh pilot who flew fighter
aircraft during the Second World War,
being an officer of the Royal Air Force
and one of the only eighteen qualified
Commissioned Indian Officer pilots to fly
for the Royal Air Force at this time. Sqn
GGS Newsletter

Cdt Taylor M (402 Sqn ATC)
Mitchell Taylor 9F
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POWERLIFTING WORLD CHAMPION AND WORLD RECORD HOLDER!
However Ebbsfleet came back at us with
HOCKEY
some good play right before full time,

Congratulations to Ashraf Ali who during November become World Champion
in his weight at powerlifting and in the
process also gained a World Record.
After winning the Regional and National
Championships, Ashraf qualified for the
World Championships in Florida. The
Championship was highly competitive
and extremely close in all three categories; squat, bench press and deadlift,
and for Ashraf to win gold he had to lift
a World Record weight (196 kg) which
he did, having been neck-and-neck with
his nearest rival on the third lift.
Ashraf has had great support from both
inside and outside school and we all
wish him the best in the future and in
the defence of his title.
Dan Fullager

but couldn’t get their hit on target.
This was our first match of the season, Well done to all the boys who played as
for our Year 7s and 8s. It was against it is our first win of the year. We played
Ebbsfleet Academy who are quite new some good hockey and we will need to
do that in other matches.
to hockey, however were a good side.
We instantly took control of the match
with most possession, but somehow our Kyran Pender 8T
strikers couldn’t take their opportunities. However, Ebbsfleet looked dangerous on the counter, breaking away with
long hits down to their strikers.
After some great saves by their goal- A School team competed in the rekeeper, we finally took the lead through cent district cross country race held
Teddy Lay’s one-two with Kyran Pender at Swanley Park.
Thanusion
and then producing a good shot into the Vithyakaran, Ben Hope, Joe Draper,
corner.
Stan Ford, Lukey Hunt and Oliver
Soon it was half time with us leading 1Perkins.
0. We definitely improved in the second
half as we were hitting the target more, This was a tough race held in near
but we couldn’t get past the goalkeeper. freezing conditions but the whole
Kyran Pender got a goal disallowed as team performed extremely well. A
the whistle blew just before he scored!
special mention goes to Ben Hope
Finally, with some good play between
(7C) who qualified for the District
Teddy Lay and Luke Boniface, Richard
Peterson finally scored against the goal- Team.
keeper bringing it to 2-0.

CROSS COUNTRY

GOLF
Flooding creates drama on the course!
On 9th September 2014 Luca Boffa and
Tom Fullager went to Dartford Golf Club
to play in the Schools’ Golf Championships. Luca’s tee off was at 9 o’clock and
Tom was teeing off at 9.08. Getting there
was very hard as there was a lot of traffic
and only four schools had arrived. So
Tom and I were put together and played.
We got to the 4th hole went it started
pouring down with rain and very strong
winds. We were all soaking wet but I was
having a good game scoring pars and
some birdies—until it started raining and
that is when we started going downhill!
In the end the officials told us that we
were going to stop on the 13th hole because it was too hard to play with the
greens waterlogged. I had finished with a
gross 66 and 52 nett and Tom hit gross
74 and 56 nett. Overall I had finished in
4th and Tom 5th place.
Luca Boffa 10D
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After some glorious October weather,
Luca and I were looking forward to a day
of golf competing in the Schools’ Kent
Championship. The competition was being held at my home club, Dartford GC
and for handicaps between 13 and 24, so
being at home and with a high handicap I
thought I was in for a chance. How
wrong I was! I woke up to find that it had
been raining all night and that the course
had flooded. Not knowing if the competition was still on, we made our way up to
Dartford from GGS, unfortunately hitting
traffic on the A2— due to the weather it
took us over an hour to get there. Many
other schools were also late so they decided to cut the tournament to 12 holes,
which was a bit of luck as the last few
greens were waterlogged.
The course was completely sodden underfoot which made it hard to play and
putting was especially difficult with slow
greens. Luckily Luca and I were drawn to
play together along with George Norris
from St Gregory’s School in Tunbridge

wells,
who
came 3rd in the
Scratch competition, so at
least we had a
good laugh at
attempting to
play
“water
golf”.
After
teeing off down
the first the
heavens
opened once again and didn’t stop until
after we had finished our round. We left
Mr Gray in the club house to enjoy his
Italian packed lunch that Luca’s Nan had
made for him, there was enough for all
of us, but did he share it? NO! At the
presentation the scores showed that that
the weather had beaten most of us with
lots of players being over their handicaps. Luca came in with a gross 66 and
my score was gross 74. It was still a good
day and an honour to represent GGS.
Thomas Fullager 9D
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RUGBY ROUNDUP
YEAR 7
Year 7 Rugby started brilliantly this year
with over 40 students regularly at training throughout the first term. We have
had a mixture of experienced players and
students who love sport but had not
played rugby before. I am very pleased
to say that, with the help of Mr Stanley,
Mr Gray, Mrs Warner and Mr Burton, all
of the pupils have progressed as players.
They are now showing that they have

not only the skills but tactical awareness
as well.
As a squad we have regularly fielded two
sides with substitutes too, which is testament to the players’ commitment. The
students have enjoyed some great victories against some very prestigious rugby
schools such as Chatham House Grammar School and St Dunstan’s School.
Freddie Barrett has led from the front as

our captain and has helped to create a
very positive environment in which the
pupils enjoy playing. I am sure that if the
players continue to train and play then
the second half of our season will be as
successful and enjoyable as the first.
EJR

UNDER 13s
The U13s have had another strong start
to the season, winning all but three
games. The squad is continuing to grow
and we can put out a strong B team to
play schools that can offer the fixture.

sive structure through a game meaning ester Maths school and Maidstone by 30
that they are hard to score against. points.
There have been some noticeable team
SET
performances where they have managed to work the ball through the phases
and then put the fast back line into
The U13 have grown in confidence and
space. Highlights include beating Rochhave started to maintain defen-

UNDER 14s
The U14s have had an overwhelmingly against tough opposition this year and
positive start to the season.
lost out against Wilmington, Dartford,
Maidstone and Rochester Maths but a
A magnificent 47-7 win against Colfes wins against Robert Clack, Chatham
(previously very strong opponents) after House, St Dunstans, Oakwood Park and
only a few days back to school set the St Ignatius has done wonders for improvtone for the campaign.
ing moral and our points difference!
An upset against Wilmington was quickly
reversed by a huge 97-0 away win
against Kent College, with nearly the
whole team ending up on the score
sheet!

Even with numerous injuries in some key
positions the players have worked well
together this year to achieve great results. Special mention must go out to our
more experienced players Zac Filmer,
The team have found themselves up Nathan Oram and Ned Warren who
have all played up for the U15s this sea-

son to great effect. At the other extreme
it is also very pleasing to see new players
turn up to training with little or no experience of the sport, commit themselves
to training and make it into the starting
team.
Our fixture list toughens up somewhat in
the new term but I’m sure with players
having some time to rest and recover we
will hit the ground running in January
and chalk up some more wins!
MAW

UNDER 15s
Year 10 players have experienced a fantastic year of rugby winning 10 of their
15 matches. Pupils have represented
Gravesend Grammar School in both the
National NatWest Cup and the Kent Cup.
The pre-season match against Colfes
School showed little progression from
the previous year and it seemed a long
challenging season awaited as we lost 32
– 20. It would have been easy for the
pupils to become disheartened and lose
interest but they displayed excellent
commitment to training and a strong
desire to improve upon their mistakes.
After the pre-season match the U15’s
GGS Newsletter

had a 5 game unbeaten run against Kings
Rochester 58 – 5, Wilmington Grammar
45 – 0, Kent College 54 – 0, Robert Clack
26 – 12 and Chatham House 31 – 10
with notable performances coming from
the ever present captain George Bruce
who has so far scored 115 points including 8 tries in the process. Other standout
performances include Johnny Hunt and
Harry Nash who have contributed 17
tries between them.
Unfortunately
Johnny Hunt has been unavailable more
recently due to a seriously dislocated
shoulder which will preventing him from
further participation this season. We

wish him a speedy recovery.
The U15s were brought back down to
earth with a 68 – 0 defeat to Whitgift
school in the NatWest Cup and a 60 – 0
defeat to Sevenoaks but what the pupils
gained in experience from these matches
has helped to drive them forward post
these games. This has been demonstrated with a more positive attitude and the
honing of their skills to play rugby, finish
off scoring chances and function as a
team unit in game situations. At both
Whitgift and Sevenoaks School, the opposition parents commended our pupils
on their team work and resilience. cont...
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Following the cup games, the team
bounced back to another 4 victories,
beating Saint Dunstan’s 42 – 20,
Oakwood Park 40 – 18, Maidstone
Grammar 38 – 10 and Charles Darwin 29
– 17. Once again showing the lessons
learned from the cup games.
With so many new faces trying and experiencing rugby at school representative
level, the pupils should be proud of their
efforts. Luca Boffa wing / fullback has
given extra competition to Daniel
Adeyemi and Tsema Ogbe as well as
Deniz Erdogan who has had a brilliant
first season. Brandon Dhesi has started
playing more recently and has laid out
his mark with some crunching tackles
and a try scored on his debut. Michal

Krawczak is a new face to the team and
has been playing either wing or flanker,
he rarely misses a tackle and brings competition to George Bowler, Christian Banfield and Harry Nash.
Since the Maidstone match the team
was beaten 30 – 28 by a much bigger
and physical Saint Ignatius side. This is
the first time the coaching team were
disappointed with their performance
and upon reflection, a few different decisions may have led very easily to a more
favourable outcome. The following week
saw the boys back into winning ways
with a pleasing victory over Rochester
Maths with a score of 32 – 15
Pupil commitment throughout the season is the reason for the positive results

and with a continued effort and drive for
the remaining games left in the season it
should be both enjoyable and rewarding.
Top Try Scorers
Rakan Harrison 10, Ife Abraham 10,
John Hunt 9, Harry Nash 8, George
Bruce 7, Dan Adeyemi 5, Tsemba Ogba
4, Joshua Wade-Faultey 3, Samraj Chahal 3 Luca Boffa 1
GTG

GGS 1st XV 19 – 5 Rochester Maths—National Schools Cup (3rd Round, Vase)

The School 1st XV took on Rochester
Maths (RMS) on Wednesday 19th
November in the Natwest National
Schools Cup. The pitch was heavy
due to all the rain we have had which
made running rugby difficult.
We started superbly hitting rucks
with ferocity and looking to play as
much rugby as possible. Henry
Menage led the backs well and as
always, Nick Banfield led by example.
The game was close for the first
quarter with most of the play in the
middle of the field. However our defence and counter rucking led to
RMS making mistakes which we were
able to capitalise on. After a passage
of pressure the ball was moved wide
GGS Newsletter

point on we never really looked back
and applied pressure once again. A
fine back row move started by Nick
Banfield and finished by Dom Fernley
and the conversion by Henry Menage
left the score at 12 – 5 at half time.
After the break we started to control
the game both in attack and more
impressively in defence. Our forwards had an immense game! Xander Boothby typified this with a
huge workload and a solid scrum.
Our pressure led to another try, a try
we, as a team, should be proud of.
Robbie Daniels touched down, Henry Menage made the conversion and
the score was 19 – 5.
This is how the game finished but we
never let RMS back in the game and
produced one of the best team performances of the season.
It was extremely pleasing as a teacher who has been at school now for
almost 10 years to see such a complete performance. There are of
course things to work on but we are
certainly heading in the right direction. That is a testament to Rob Powell (our new Senior Head Coach) and
Mr Cutting (Forwards Coach) but
above all the efforts of all of our
boys!!!

to Hugh Bryant on the wing. All
looked lost when the final pass hit
the deck behind Hugh. This did not
deter Hugh, who picked the ball up
turned and stepped his opposite
number. Then with the narrowest of
channels he headed for the tryline in
the corner. As the covering tackles
flew in he dived and finished one
handed right in the corner with his
body in mid-air out of the pitch. It
was a fantastic finish from a very
promising young man.
RMS hit back with a try of their own
after some sloppy tackling (a rare
thing) and some great offloading. SAB
They missed the conversion to leave
the scores tied at 5 – 5. From that
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SENIOR RUGBY
The start of this season has seen a huge improvement in our senior rugby sides. We
currently have a squad of 58 boys, which is
fantastic! The large squad means that there is
a lot of competition for places, which is extremely healthy. In years gone by the 1st XV
was a standard list that never changed; however I truly believe that we have a large number in this squad capable of performing in the
1st XV. This can only be positive and it is nice
to see those boys who have embraced the
changes that have been made this year,
which combined with their commitment to
training has made them better players.
We have had a change to the coaching structure this year, with the introduction of Mr
Cutting (forwards coach) and Rob Powell
(Head coach). The changes that have been
made have brought in a lot of experience,
with Mr Cutting a regular fixture in the Senior
Men’s Kent Squad and Rob Powell having
been the defence coach at Cardiff Blues and
Head coach at London Broncos.

The season started really well with victories
against Colfes at both 1st XV (27-7) and 2nd XV
(31-29). The season then fluctuated a little
with impressive wins against Kent College 1st
XV (36-10), Chatham House 2nd XV (53-12)
and BETHS U16 (14-7) but unfortunately a
loss to our nemesis, Dartford Grammar
School. Since 5th November, the 1st XV have
gone unbeaten with wins over St Dunstans
(29-19), Rochester Maths twice (19-5 and 2217), St Ignatius (44-10) and a draw which we
should have won with Maidstone GS (5-5).
What is so pleasing is that we have not beaten Maidstone since 2008 and I don’t recall a
victory against Rochester Maths in that time!
This run of good form has also resulted in the
1st XV reaching the 5th round of the National
Vase Competition which once again is a
stage of the competition that we have not
reached for many a year. We take on St
Olaves in the last week of term to reach the
6th round!
We have had a number of year 11 students
making their 1st XV debut this year with

standout performances from Hugh Bryant
and Tommy Barrett. The 1st XV has been led
superbly by Nick Banfield and other notable
performances have come from Robbie Daniels, Nirees Kanaharajah, Lucas Basra and
James Bull. There have been lots more encouraging performances and fantastic commitment throughout. 31 students have
scored points this year with Matt Bruce (68
points) top scorer and Hugh Bryant and Matt
Bruce joint top try scorer with 10 each.
I hope that we can continue this fine form
into the second half of the season. We have a
hard block of fixtures and the traditional 7s
season (Kent Cup and Rosslyn Park, National
7s). Good luck!!!
SAB

TABLE TENNIS
Pupils attended the annual Kent Schools
Table Tennis Competition held at Medway Sports Park this term. The U13 team
was represented by of Thanusian
Vithyakaran 7C, Kyran Pender 8T, Oliver
Fox De Clex 7D and Karam Kharia 7F,
who should be very proud of their
efforts throughout the day with the
team finishing second in their group
behind the eventual winners of the com

JU JITSU

Like many martial arts, ju jitsu is primarily self-defence and is graded by a belt
system with white belt being the lowest
grade and black belt being the highest
grade. Oliver Stubbs, 7T, is currently a
Green belt with a blue stripe but has
aspirations of becoming the highest
grade student possible. To obtain a higher grade belt, students must compete
and be judged on breakfalls, a way of
GGS Newsletter

petition, The Howard School. Losing tunately losing six games to 3 to Marsh
their first match 6 games to 2 against Academy.
Howard School, they went on to beat
All the pupils should be proud of the
Bishops Justice 8 games to 0.
way they represented the school and
The U16 team who stared Sachin Issuree the standard of table tennis shown on
10H, Modestas Danikauskas 10 H, Jor- the day.
dan Larner 11D and Richard Pett 10D,
If any pupils are interested in particiagain the team finished second in their
pating in the sport, after school club is
group winning one and losing one.
Thursday 3.30pm – 4.45pm.
Beating Folkestone 8 – 0 but then unfor
GTG

falling to the ground both properly and
safely when attacking or when in defence, and a set syllabus of moves. This
whole process is called grading and happens twice a year at a youth centre at
Larksfield. Oliver’s training in preparation
for these days happens at his club, Kent
Samurai, at Brands Hatch Place where a
few of Oliver’s fellow members have
gone on to represent England.
There is an annual competition held in
Essex which is assessed on random
attacks and ground fighting. In random
attacks there are two attackers and two
challengers, the attackers, one by one,
attack the challengers who have to use
techniques that they have learnt to defeat the attackers. The objective of
ground fighting is to pin down, or at least
stay on top of, an opponent for ten sec-

onds using any move and in any way
possible. In this year’s competition Oliver
was unsuccessful in the random attacks
but in the ground fighting he won a silver
medal after beating three competitors
and losing against one.

After that great performance Oliver will
come back stronger next year in both the
grading and competition.
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UNDER 16 FOOTBALL
It has been a very encouraging start to
the season for the under 16 football
team. They were handed a tough draw
away to Bexley Grammar School in the
first round of the National Cup. The boys
came through that test with flying colours racking up eleven goals in the process. Jake Eggleton and Joe Neal must
take the plaudits for notching a hat-trick
each and being involved in some outstanding attacking football. The defence
of Jack Bettey, Reuben Shergill and Ben
Nourse must also been given credit for
repelling Bexley’s attacks with ease. It
was a tougher assignment in the second
round where they we drawn at home to
Coombe Boys’ School. The result was a 3
-2 defeat for Gravesend but the boys can
draw a lot of pride from the way they

played in this game. Some silly errors at
the back meant that Coombe raced into
an early two-nil lead but the determination and courage that Gravesend showed
in the second half was fantastic. Ultimately it wasn’t to be their day as they
struck the post twice and two opportunities were scrambled off the line by the
Coombe defence in a frantic final five
minutes.

looking forward to the third round of the
Kent Cup with a fixture against Aylesford.
The team will be hoping to go one better
than last year and bring some silverware
back to the school. They will also be
involved in the district cup and will be
looking to go far in that competition as
well.

into his stride and produced a vicious
shot, just whistling over the crossbar:
great start. Then, horror struck. After a
bulky spell of possession, Christ of Kings
used the flanks to their advantage and
distributed a low cross into the penalty
area. Gravesend’s defence were unable
to clear as the ball fell to the feet of
Christ of King’s no. 9. The striker then
calmly back-heeled the ball into the
bottom left corner. Minutes later, the
whistle blew for half time.
The second half saw a shortage of any
clear-cut chances and both teams were
struggling to get a hold of the ball. Midway into the half, Christ of Kings scored
their second. An inviting ball over the top
from the left-back caught Gravesend’s
defence off guard. The striker controlled
the ball and chipped it over Gravesend’s

make-shift keeper. The devastating walk
back towards the centre circle and bitter
taste of muddy despair was evaporated
by the sound of the buoyant home support and encouragement of Gravesend’s
coach. By no means were any heads
dropping. After a failure of attempts,
Gravesend’s captain, Jordan Campbell,
used a variety of skill and pace to skip
past three Christ of King’s defenders before smashing the ball into the bottom
corner. Was this a sign of hope? Sadly
not. Gravesend chased the game for the
last five minutes, but were not able to
penetrate the oppositions defence. A
disappointing result, but by no means a
disappointing performance.

team travelled with only 10 and were
leading 1-0 when goalkeeper, Danny
Siggers, collided with an opposition
player and had to be taken off. Despite
now only having nine GGS battled to a 10 lead at half time. As the second half
progressed Hayes started to create a
number of chances eventually equalising
in the 68th minute and took the lead
Notable performances have come away
with less than ten minutes to go.
from home against Bexley and Hayes,
where the team played with a numerical However, GGS team sprit was high and
disadvantage for most of the game. The through Michael Hagan they equalised in

the last two minutes to record an unlikely draw.

Thanks must be given to the entire squad
for their efforts this year and we are
Gravesend have fared better in the Kent looking forward to a successful second
Invicta Cup, in which the Under 16 team half of the season.
finished second last year. Gravesend
started with a tricky tie against Oakwood MJW
Park but ran out comfortable two-nil
winners with an excellent goal by Hugh
Bryant to seal the victory.
As the newsletter goes to print we are

FOOTBALL
GGS V CHRIST OF KINGS
On a wet and miserable Wednesday
afternoon, 15 of Gravesend’s finest footballers approached the fixture against
Christ of Kings with high hope. The pitch
was sodden and the fog was thick, but
the stakes were high. Gravesend’s previous meet with Christ of Kings saw them
embarrassingly thrashed in front of their
own supporters; it was time for revenge.
Gravesend opened the game with a large
amount of possession, spraying the ball
about nicely despite the abysmal conditions. Christ of Kings looked dangerous
on the counter attack but after 10
minutes or so, Gravesend forced an
attack of their own. A searching ball lofted towards the left side of the pitch,
where Michael Hagan cushioned the ball

Toby Silk UD3

FIRST TEAM FOOTBALL
GGS 1st XI have had a mixed start to the
2014-2015 season. Opening good results
against Wilmington and Darrick Wood
showed the promise the side have. However,
recently
the
team
has
slumped with three defeats out of six
games. Something that will need to
change if they are to challenge this year.
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In the team’s last game before Christmas
they were involved in a 4-4 home draw
against Crown Woods. A superb fight
back considering that they drew level on
three occasions!
MXW
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Friday, 19th December
Monday, 5th January 2015
Thursday, 15th January
Thursday, 22nd January
Wednesday, 28th January
Monday, 2nd February
Wednesday, 11th February
Thursday, 12th February
Friday, 13th February
Monday, 23rd February

END OF TERM 2
START OF TERM 3 (WEEK 2)
Year 12 Consultation 15:30
Year 11 6th form Information Evening 7.00 pm
Year 11 Consultation 15:30
Y10 Vaccinations
Y8 Options Evening 19:00
END OF TERM 3
Staff Development Day
START OF TERM 4 (WEEK 2)

PTA NEWS
Christmas is all about giving and the PTA would like to thank you for continually giving during our fundraising
efforts. This allows us to fund projects that often fall outside normal school funding, enhancing the school experience for all pupils.
We hope you enjoy the holiday and manage to spend some relaxing time with your loved ones.
Merry Christmas
PTA Committee
The PTA run the 250 Club to raise money to help fund the School's mini bus. Each month we pay out approximately
£300 in 3 prizes. It would be appreciated if any current members, especially Year 9 and above, could please contact
us on ggs250club@hotmail.com and supply their email address. This may enable several unclaimed prizes to
be paid out to winners and also for more members to receive an email that details each month’s winners.
250 Club
October Winners
1st 348,
2nd 302,

3rd 338

November Winners
1st 251, 2nd
122,

3rd
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ACADEMIC YEAR 2015—2016
In order to help your planning, please find below dates for the academic year 2015—2016. Holidays during term time will not
be authorised unless there are exceptional circumstances. Please contact the School if you have any questions.
START DATE
st

FINISH DATE

INSET DAYS

rd

Tuesday 1st September
New Year 7 induction and
6th form transition

Term 1

Tuesday 1 September

Friday 23 October

Term 2

Monday 2nd November

Friday 18th December

Term 3

Monday 4th January

Friday 12th February

Term 4

Monday 22nd February

Thursday 24th March

Term 5

Monday 11th April

Friday 27th May

Monday 6 June

th

Wednesday 20 July

Monday 18th July
Tuesday 19th July
Wednesday 20th July

The riddle, the ‘facts’ of which may or may not be true, results in the following equation:
x/6 + x/12+ x/7 + 5 + x/2 + 4 = x
where x is Diopthantus’s age at the time of his death.
Therefore, Diophantus lived exactly 84 years.

Term 6

th

Friday 12th February

Answer to Diophantus the Greek:

TERMS

